
 

Pharma and Providers & Services boosted by the rotation into 
value 

The MSCI World Healthcare NR Index gained 2.1% in May, 
while the MSCI World NR Index rose 1.6%. The shift into 
value at the expense of growth and momentum 
continued over the past weeks, with Energy, Financials 
and Materials posting the top performances. IT returns, 
given the sector’s growth characteristics, were again 
subdued. 
Within Healthcare, the more value-dominated sectors, 
such as Providers & Services (+4.4%) and Pharma (+3.9%), 
performed strongly, whereas high-beta stocks 
(Healthcare IT, companies with a high technological 
content and small/mid cap Biotech) took a hit in May. 
Equipment & Supplies (-1.0%) and Life Sciences Tools & 
Services (+1.3%) posted mixed returns, depending on 
specific company results and pandemic exposure of sales. 

The Q1 reporting season is over and the trends 
from April continued in May. Providers & 
Services (stock-specific drivers), Life Sciences
Tools & Services (broad-based rebound, vaccine 
manufacturing or point of care test providers)
and MedTech (benefitting from vaccination 
campaigns in developed countries and the 
resumption of elective procedures) continued to 
be the main outperformers, while Pharma had a 
tough quarter (either firms still have not 
returned to pre-COVID-19 patient volume levels 
or because of other specific issues). Overall, 74% 
of companies beat EPS expectations, with an 
above average upside surprise of 9.3%. Sales-
wise, market expectations were exceeded by 
0.3% in aggregate (below average), with 62% of 
firms having topped expectations.  
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Vaccine boosters: an article published by Reuters, based on interviews of several 
influential infectious disease and vaccine development experts, concluded that 
there is growing evidence that a first round of global vaccinations may offer durable 
protection against COVID-19 and its most dangerous variants. Several specialists 
were concerned that expectations pertaining to the need for a booster vaccine are 
driven not by health experts, but by pharma executives. The CEOs of both Pfizer and 
Moderna have said that a (regular) booster will “likely” be needed. This contrasts 
with statements made by Kate O'Brien (director of WHO’s Immunization, Vaccines 
and Biologicals department), whereby they “don't see the data yet that would 
inform a decision about whether or not booster doses are needed”, and Tom Frieden 
(former US CDC director), stressing that “There is zero, and I mean zero, evidence to 
suggest that that is the case”. A booster shot could be a problem for poorer 
countries, which are still struggling to get the first round of vaccinations up and 
running. 
Antibodies: Labcorp has conducted a study (the largest of its kind) involving 39,086 
people. It reveals that 87% of naturally infected COVID-19 patients maintain 
antibodies for at least 10 months. Other findings are that 65+ year-olds may have 
increased difficulty in maintaining antibodies for a prolonged period and that there 
is no statistically significant male/female difference in antibody positivity rates. 
AstraZeneca/J&J: Scientists in Germany may have detected the cause of the rare 
blood clots linked to the vaccine produced by AstraZeneca and J&J. In a pre-print (not 
yet peer reviewed) they posit that the problem stems from the delivery mechanism 
of vector vaccines, which involves the entry of the adenovirus into the cell nucleus 
rather than the cellular fluid, where the virus normally produces proteins. Such 
delivery issues are absent in mRNA-based vaccines. The scientists believe that the 
vaccines could be modified to stop the side effect.  
BioNTech/Pfizer announced that they aim to increase their vaccine doses to 3bn for 
2021 and 4bn for 2022. Moreover, the US and Europe have approved use of their 
vaccine for the 12-15 age group.  
Moderna raised its vaccine projections for 2022 to 3bn from 1.4bn. 
Novavax has delayed the filing for its vaccine until July at best. The firm has issues in 
demonstrating to regulators the consistency of its manufacturing process across 
different sites.  
GSK/Vir have received EUA for their monoclonal antibody “sotrovimab” after phase 
3 interim results showed an 85% reduction of the risk of hospitalisation or death in 
high-risk patients vs. placebo. Their therapy is the third to receive an EUA, after Eli 
Lilly and Regeneron’s antibody combos. 
 

: Massive scale-up in vaccine doses over the past 10/11 months 

 
Source: Moderna and BioNTech 

 

The chart shows the impressive success of Moderna, BioNTech and their partners in 
growing the production capacity of their COVID-19 mRNA vaccines. Since the initial 
announcement of 1bn doses for 2021 in July 2020, Moderna and BioNTech have 
jointly increased capacity by 300% to 4bn for 2021. For 2022, dose projections have 
been raised to 7bn from the 1.2bn announced last January. It will be interesting to see 
how this huge manufacturing capacity comes to be used when COVID vaccine 
volumes decline. 
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This document has been issued through Kieger AG and is for 
distribution only under such circumstances as may be permitted by 
applicable law. This document is for information purposes only and does 
not constitute an offer. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of 
future results. The details and opinions contained in this document are
provided by Kieger without any guarantee or warranty and are for the 
recipient’s personal use only. All information and opinions contained in 
this document are subject to change without notice. This document 
may contain statements that constitute “forward looking statements”. 
A number of risks, uncertainties and other important factors could 
cause actual developments and results to differ materially from our 
expectations. Data source: Statestreet / Factset 
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